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“怨”的表现方式。词中之怨较诗而言同样显得曲折隐晦。    






















The thesis, theoretically based on Ci of the Song Dynasty and its performance of 
“Xing Guan Qun Yuan”, guided by the reviews of later generations about Ci’s theory 
study, not only proves “Ci can Xing Guan Qun Yuan”, but also sheds sight on the 
literary creation theory and development theory of Song Ci, in order to use a relatively 
novel’s point of view to studying the stylistic functions. 
This thesis is composed of three parts comprising of the introduction, main body, 
and the conclusion. 
In the introduction, it explores the research object and scope, through analysis and 
review of Two Song Dynasty about the content of the concept of “Xing Guan Qun 
Yuan” and the relevant academic research situation and research present situation, 
arrives at the conclusion that Ci can “Xing Guan Qun Yuan”. In addition, it discusses 
the research value and research significance of this thesis.  
Chapter One discusses that “Ci can Xing”. This chapter is on the theoretical basis 
mainly from Ci attach importance to Xing and Ji by opus, “Ci’s style with Xing” from 
the Ci’s style different of the poem’s style performance Ci’s Xing; “Ci’s development 
with Xing” to reveal relations the Ci’s style develop with Xing. Ci can Xing, but it is 
no so much obvious in the Ci than in the poem. 
Chapter Two discusses “Ci can Guan.” This chapter is mainly from the reflecting 
features folk customs, political and capital economy in the Two Song Dynasty as 
theoretical basis, and then shows “Ci can Guan” this special cultural phenomenon. 
Through Ci we can still restore some social style and features of Two Song period.   
Chapter Three discusses “Ci can Qun”. This chapter is mainly from the point that 
the “two song Dynasty echoes each other in Ci” to find theoretical basis, according to 
“echo each other Ci” development and function used to discuss the “Qun” of Ci in 
Song Dynasty. Since the Northern Song Dynasty middle and later periods, Song 
Dynasty literati began to attach importance to echo each other, by Ci communicate 
with each other. 
Chapter four discusses “Ci can Yuan”. This chapter discusses from the Main body 
of the Ci’s Yuan, Poems with Ci about “Yuan” at two aspects; the former combing 
lyric subject of “Yuan” system; the latter was devoted to two kinds of different style 
of “Yuan” expression. It is still no obvious that it is in the Ci more than in the poem. 
The conclusion sums up the main findings of this study, and account for the 
shortcomings and reflections of this research. 
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绪  论 
一、研究意义 
前人关于“诗可以兴、观、群、怨”的论述已多见诸于各类学术刊物。从
1979 年至今，论述“诗可以兴”者 20 篇、论述“诗可以观”者 11 篇、论述“诗






































































































刘荣平师发表于《厦门大学学报》2008 年第 4 期（哲学社会科学版）的《论
“兴”在词学理论中的传承与拓展》一文涉及到词可以兴的问题；另有何春环发
表于《西南师范大学学报》（人文社会科学版）2005 年第 3 期的《词亦“可以群”：
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